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MSA protects firefighters’ lives.  
 

MSA protects firefighters’ lives. Our ongoing commitment to the fire service is based upon 
providing superior products to help keep firefighters safe and accounted for on the job. MSA 
offers the very best tools to accomplish this goal, including SCBA, Cairns HELMETS®, portable 
gas detection instruments, and thermal imaging cameras. 

In fact, MSA introduced one of the first firefighting thermal imaging cameras available in the 
USA over a decade ago. In the years following, we’ve refined TIC design through innovation and 
expertise, delivering several successful generations of market-leading TICs. We continue this 
commitment to the fire service by releasing the EVOLUTION® 6000 TIC, a new NFPA-compliant 
platform to make TIC use easier, faster, lighter, and more intuitive. 

The EVOLUTION 6000 TIC offers many of the same benefits that firefighters have come to 
expect from MSA, as well as new ones to take user experience to another level. The new 
EVOLUTION 6000 TIC platform comprises three new models to offer the best mix of features, 
including NFPA 1801 compliance to support the thermal imaging needs of all first responders. 

New and enhanced features include best-in-class image quality, light weight, laser pointer and 
range finder, integrated video and picture capture, and integrated wireless video transmission 
system. All EVOLUTION 6000 TIC models are built with high resolution 320x240 imaging cores. 
All cameras employ NFPA Basic startup mode to eliminate confusion when firefighters from 
different departments share tools.

Our commitment to innovation isn’t limited to TIC design; MSA’s Quick-Fill® 
System allowed for cylinder transfilling years prior to NFPA Universal Rescue 
Connection requirements. MSA’s Accountability System provides Incident 
Command with software tools to keep track of firefighters on the fireground. 
175+ years of Cairns Fire Helmets has provided many firsts, including the 
Defender® Visor integrated eye protection option. MSA supports these products 
with fast, reliable product service and repair.

The EVOLUTION 6000 TIC is the next step in MSA’s commitment to build innovative new tools to protect firefighters’ lives.
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EVOLUTION® 6000 TIC 

Six color palettes for multiple views  
of thermal image  

2X/4X zoom for a closer look  
at areas of interest 

Integrated picture/video capture  
saves pictures and video for future 
review and training use

Field-replaceable germanium lens  
saves on repair costs 

Laser pointer pinpoints hot spots  
to allow fast, specific action 

LED flashlight or patent-pending  
laser range finder options enable  
faster, more precise action 
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EVOLUTION 6000 TIC EVOLUTION 6000 
Plus TIC

EVOLUTION 6000 
Xtreme TIC

HIGH DEFINITION 320X240 CORE • • •
NFPA COMPLIANCE • • •

INTRINSICALLY SAFE • • •
FIREGROUND-TOUGH PRODUCT DESIGN • • •

LASER POINTER • • •
LED FLASHLIGHT • • •

3 CARABINER ATTACHMENT POINTS • • •
FIELD-REPLACEABLE GERMANIUM LENS • • •

PATENTED DUAL-HANDLE DESIGN • • •
9 COLOR PALETTES • •

2X/4X ZOOM • •
COMPASS • •

OPTIONAL INTEGRATED PICTURE/VIDEO CAPTURE •

NFPA-compliant third-party 
certification that builds upon  
MSA’s long experience with  
thermal imaging 

Nonincendive equipment  
(UL Class 1, Div 2) 
for additional safety within  
combustible environments 

Fireground-tough product design  
provides waterproof shock resistance  

Camera Configuration Application  
customize camera settings to meet  
your needs 

 

Patent-pending compass assists  
in faster operations and improved 
situational awareness 

Three carabiner attachment points  
offer firefighters flexibility  
of camera attachment 

Patented dual-handle design  
for easy handoff and better  
ergonomics on the fireground 

 



NFPA 1801:
Standard on Thermal Imagers for the Fire Service

MINIMUM IMAGE QUALITY

NFPA 1801 requires thermal imaging
cameras to meet minimum image
quality standards to help ensure that
compliant TICs provide information of
sufficient quality for fireground use. TIC
imaging performance tests conducted
include those for image contrast,
image spatial resolution and thermal
sensitivity. 

STANDARD OPERATING
REQUIREMENTS

NFPA 1801 requires that all  TICs
provide the same interface, enabling
firefighters to use any NFPA-compliant
TIC with minimal additional training.
Requirements include a green power
button and an NFPA Basic Mode. Basic
Mode limits the camera display to
temperature bar, digital temperature
readout and heat-indicating color with
color reference scale. Any additional
camera features must be accessed by
taking a special action that switches
the camera from Basic Mode to Plus
Mode. The green power button cannot
be used to take this special action, as
this distinction is meant to avoid
incidence of firefighters potentially
accessing features for which they have
not been trained.

Overview

The NFPA (National Fire Protection Association)*, has recently released NFPA 1801: Standard on Thermal Imagers for the Fire
Service, 2013 Edition. This new standard provides performance standards for thermal imaging cameras (TICs) used by
firefighters on firegrounds and within other hazardous environments. The standard provides requirements for minimum
image quality, standard operation, durability, and nonincendive safety. This paper discusses each category and how these
requirements impact firefighters.

To meet the new standard, TIC manufacturers must be registered as ISO 9001-compliant. Testing laboratories for TIC NFPA
certification must be accredited in accordance with ISO 17025A requirements.

In addition, powered-on TICs must
continuously detect and display
images that occur within
electromagnetic spectrum range of 8.0
– 14.0 micron. NFPA-compliant TICs
must be tested for electromagnetic
emission and immunity.

POWER AND SERVICE LIFE
REQUIREMENTS

NFPA-compliant TICs, once powered
on, must operate continuously for a
minimum of 120 minutes in Basic
Mode without battery charging or
change-out. Operational selection
devices such as buttons, keys and
switches must be able to be activated
using a single gloved hand, and be
rated for a 50,000-cycle service life. 

DURABILITY REQUIREMENTS 

NFPA 1801 has durability requirements
to help ensure that TICs are fit for
fireground duty. Many of these
requirements are similar to those
found in NFPA standards for SCBA (self-
contained breathing apparatus) and
other PPE (personal protective
equipment). TIC tests conducted
include those for ingress protection,
heat/flame resistance, impact
acceleration and vibration resistance,
and corrosion. 

NONINCENDIVE SAFETY AND
ELECTROMAGNETIC REQUIREMENTS

Firefighters sometimes operate within
potentially explosive environments;
NFPA 1801’s intrinsic safety
requirement addresses this operational
concern. NFPA-compliant TICs must
meet ANSI/ISA 12.12.01 Class 1 Division
2 requirements, meaning that TICs are
suitable for use within conditions
where potentially explosive quantities
of dust or vapor may be present. 

SUMMARY

NFPA 1801 standardizes TIC operation,
helping to ensure minimum image
quality, adds nonincendive safety 
and provides minimum durability
requirements for compliant TICs.  

*NFPA, an international non-profit
organization established in 1896,
provides consensus codes, standards,
research, training, and education
concerning fire prevention and
minimizing the effects of fire. NFPA 1801
was established to provide minimum
design, manufacturing, testing,
performance, and certification
requirements for fire service thermal
imaging cameras. Since its 2010
inception, MSA and other TIC
manufacturers have been actively
involved in developing the 2013 edition. 
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Launch Kit Materials 

EVOLUTION 6000 TIC Product Bulletin 

Comprehensive overview of MSA’s new thermal imaging camera platform, including model  
and technology descriptions, NFPA compliance, product applications, features and benefits,  
and ordering information. 

 

EVOLUTION 6000 TIC/ TIC Plus/TIC Xtreme Individual Sales Sheets 

Single-sheet leave-behind information specific to each EVOLUTION 6000 TIC model. 

 

Product & Bid Specifications 

Dimensions, approvals, standards, and everything you need to make smart purchasing 
decisions. 

 

Application Guide & Color Palette Guide 

Fireground procedure breakdown and use of this TIC’s six color palettes. 

 

Quick-start Guide 

Condensed and illustrated instructions to have your EVOLUTION 6000 TIC up and  
running quickly. 

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Everything else you want to know about the EVOLUTION 6000 TIC. 

 

TIC Competitive Comparison & Demonstration Guide 

How the competition stacks up (or doesn’t) to the EVOLUTION 6000 TIC, and how to 
demonstrate Evolution 6000 TIC advantages. 

 

White Papers 

Additional information concerning the NFPA 1801 standard and patent-pending TIC  
compass feature. 
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EVOLUTION® 6000
Thermal Imaging Cameras

EVOLUTION® 6000 Thermal Imaging Cameras
Selling Guide for Conference Room Demonstrations
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EVOLUTION® 6000 Basic Thermal Imaging Camera

Provides easy-to-use TIC performance – a simplified fireground tool. 

• Economical, durable value to fit your budget
• NFPA 1801-compliant
• Save on repair costs with rugged, waterproof and shock-resistant product design 
• 320X240 high definition image quality offers excellent resolution
• Standard flashlight provides extra visibility for firefighter proximity to enhance safety 

and situational awareness
• Laser pointer pinpoints hot spots and other areas of interest to allow others 

to take fast, specific action
• Patented dual-handle design for easy handoff on the fireground
• Three carabiner attachment points offer flexibility in attaching camera to firefighter

Colorized basic image

Three carabiner 
attachment points

Patented dual-handle 
design

Field-replaceable 
germanium lens

Flashlight/laser pointer

Because every life has a purpose...

A thermal imaging camera that’s rich with features 
firefighters need for everyday use.

• NFPA 1801-compliant
• 2X/4X zoom gets a closer look at areas of interest
• 320X240 high definition image quality offers excellent resolution
• Six user-selectable color palettes provide flexibility to view thermal images
• Standard flashlight provides extra visibility for firefighter proximity to enhance safety 

and situational awareness
• Patented dual-handle design, for easy handoff on the fireground
• Three carabiner attachment points offer flexibility in attaching camera to firefighter
• Laser pointer pinpoints hot spots and other areas of interest to allow others

to take fast, specific action
• Compass allows for faster rescues and improved situational awareness 

by displaying letters or icon for directional information
• Optional integrated video transmitter enables remote monitoring 

for improved decision making and situational awareness
• Optional integrated range finder offers more usable information about surroundings 

to enable faster, more precise action from 16 to 210 feet (5 to 70 meters) away 
(replaces flashlight option)

Six color palettes

2X/4X zoom

Compass

Laser range finder

EVOLUTION® 6000 Plus Thermal Imaging Camera

Because every life has a purpose...

A fireground tool that provides all that firefighters need and more

• NFPA 1801-compliant
• Integrated picture/video capture saves pictures and video 

for future review and training use
• 2X/4X zoom gets a closer look at areas of interest
• 320X240 high definition image quality offers excellent resolution
• Six user-selectable color palettes provide flexibility to view thermal images
• Standard flashlight provides extra visibility for firefighter proximity to enhance safety 

and situational awareness
• Laser pointer pinpoints hot spots and other areas of interest to allow others

to take fast, specific action
• Compass allows for faster rescues and improved situational awareness 

by displaying letters or icon for directional information
• Optional integrated video transmitter enables remote monitoring 

for improved decision making and situational awareness
• Optional integrated range finder offers more usable information about surroundings 

to enable faster, more precise action, from 16 to 210 feet (5 to 70 meters) away 
(replaces flashlight option)

EVOLUTION® 6000 Xtreme Thermal Imaging Camera

Camera configuration 
application

Video capture

Picture capture

NEED
IMAGE
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Evolution® 6000 Thermal Imaging Cameras
Application Quick Reference Card

Because every life has a purpose...

EVOLUTION® 6000 Thermal Imaging Cameras
Color Palette Guide and Applications 

Because every life has a purpose... EVOLUTION® 6000 TIC 
Frequently Asked Questions
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Introductory
How will I benefit from purchasing an NFPA-compliant thermal
imaging camera?
Purchasing an NFPA-compliant TIC ensures a rugged, easy-to-use
product that provides a quality thermal image. 

Why is the Evolution 6000 Series TIC 320x240 core better than the
Evolution 5800/5200HD TIC 320x240 core? Why choose the
Evolution 6000 TIC if the same image quality is offered in Evolution
5800 or 5200HD TICs?
The Evolution 6000 TIC all-digital camera core image is directly
displayed to users, enabling better image quality than that of
Evolution 5200HD and 5800 TICs using analog conversion that
takes place between core and display. Additionally, the Evolution
6000 TIC’s Germanium lens is larger,
allowing for use of a higher quality lens,
increasing Evolution 6000 Series TIC
image quality.

How do users tell the difference
among Basic, Plus and Xtreme
models?
Basic model has a black keypad, Plus
and Xtreme models have gray
keypads. Xtreme model provides two
USB ports in the battery bucket, Basic
and Plus models provide one.
Branding labels on the camera sides
list 6000, 6000 Plus or 6000 Xtreme.

Can a Basic model be upgraded to a
Plus or Xtreme model?
The ability to upgrade each model is not
available at this time.

Why is the Evolution 6000 TIC larger than small format
TICs?
The Evolution 6000 TIC uses ergonomic dual handle
design that provides many fireground benefits,
including one-handed operation, easy handoff, easy
crawling, and ergonomically correct use. The Evolution
6000 TIC is not the smallest TIC available, but it is the
most comfortable and easy to use on the fireground.

Does the Evolution 6000 TIC screen turn off to save power?
The Evolution 6000 TIC screen displays as long as the camera is
powered on. TIC should be ready to go when firefighters need it,
without taking additional action to awaken the camera from
standby mode.

How do users read the camera’s date code?
The letter indicates the month (A=January, B=February, etc.); the
two following digits indicate the year.

Does the Evolution 6000 TIC float?
Yes, the Evolution 6000 TIC floats, always on its side, offering screen
and LED visibility to aid users in finding the camera if it is dropped
into water while turned on.

Temperature
What is the maximum temperature
that is readable by the Evolution 6000
TIC?
600oC, or 1112oF maximum, meaning
that the TIC will read AT LEAST those
temperatures, and likely higher within
certain situations. Readings greater
than specified maximum are possible.

What is the Evolution 6000 TIC’s
temperature reading accuracy? 
As compared to the Evolution 5000 TIC?
Specified accuracy of temperature
measurements is +/- 10oC for the
Evolution 6000 TIC and +/- 15oC for the

Evolution 5000 TIC. Typical measurement
error for both cameras, however, is much

closer to +/- 5 in most situations.

What is represented by the display’s digital temperature
readout?
Digital temperature readout is the average temperature
of the four pixels inside the TIC display target. To obtain
the most accurate temperature reading, make sure that
the target is completely over the object or area of interest.

MSA Evolution® TIC Compass
Understanding Technology and Operation

COMPASS TECHNOLOGY

Planet Earth creates a strong magnetic
field that, more or less, emanates from
Earth’s poles; imagine lines leaving the
North Pole and re-entering at the South
Pole. These flux lines run north and south
and are parallel to each other. Flux lines
are not perfect (see Magnetic North vs.
True North section below) but they are
accurate enough for most navigational
activities. A traditional magnetic
compass uses a magnet to align the
pointer with flux lines; one end of the
needle points toward the North Pole,
following the compass’ magnetic flux
lines. An electronic compass such as that
used in Evolution 6000 Series TICs also
follows flux lines, but does not use a
mechanical needle or pointer.

As mentioned earlier, the “compass” in
MSA Evolution 6000 Series TICs (Plus and
Xtreme models) is actually a three-axis
magnetometer that continuously and
simultaneously senses magnetic fields in
three axes, or directions. In the absence
of any strong magnetic field (an actual
magnet in close proximity, structural
steel, electrical transformers, etc.) the
magnetometer senses Earth’s magnetic
field. Reading the magnetometer in each
axis and using complex algorithms, the
camera’s microprocessor determines the
direction at which the camera is pointed,
even if the camera is tilted by as much as
45 degrees in any direction. The
computation result displays as the
compass heading, using the familiar N-S-
E-W scheme or, a directional icon, both
viewable in the screen’s bottom left
corner. Although the compass is capable

Introduction

MSA Evolution 6000 Plus and Xtreme Thermal Imaging Cameras include a solid-state magnetometer compass that displays 
the direction at which the camera is pointing. This patent-pending feature can assist firefighters in size-up, determining building
layout and navigating and directing other first responders. This feature is available in NFPA Plus mode and may be locally or 
remotely enabled or disabled via MSA’s Fire Service Utility that accompanies the TIC (also available via download at MSASafety.com).
This paper’s goal is to provide a refresher concerning compass technology and operation, potential sources of error that may cause
incorrect readings and proper compass calibration.

of very fine resolution, the actual display
view is limited to 45 degree increments
(that is, N, NE, E, SE, etc.) to avoid
confusion.

Should the compass magnetometer
sense a magnetic field that is too strong
to be Earth’s magnetic field, two dashes
(--) will display in place of the actual
compass reading. While the two-dash
display will help to prevent some false
directional readings, it cannot prevent
them all. Just as with a traditional
mechanical compass, magnetometers
cannot determine the difference
between Earth’s magnetic field and an
artificial magnetic field of similar
magnitude.

COMPASS OPERATION

Evolution 6000 Series TIC compass
operation does not differ substantially
from use of the familiar magnetic
compass. In order to display compass
readings, the TIC must be placed in NFPA
Plus mode of operation (refer to the
Evolution 6000 TIC manual for
instructions regarding entering NFPA
Plus mode). MSA recommends that all
users receive training on features and
functions used in NFPA Plus mode before
entering.  

Once the TIC is in Plus mode, the
compass reading is shown in the lower
left corner of the TIC’s display. The
direction indicated is the direction in
which the camera is pointed. For most
accurate results, it is important to keep
the camera as level as possible.
Directional reading will continue to

display as long as the camera is kept
within (approximately) 45 degrees from
horizontal. Should the camera be tilted
beyond 45 degrees, two dashes (- -) will
display.

POSSIBLE SOURCES OF ERROR

As with any compass, possible error
sources are many; keep in mind that a
compass is a device that responds to a
magnetic field, any magnetic field. If you
should find yourself in a cornfield, your
compass is most likely responding to
nothing more than Earth’s magnetic flux
lines. A steel structure, however, may
distort or completely mask Earth’s
magnetic field due to ferromagnetic
materials (generally iron, nickel, cobalt,
and their alloys) that are able to become
magnetized or create localized magnetic
disturbances. Any structure of reinforced
concrete construction is also capable of
distorting Earth’s magnetic field.

Strong electrical fields will also create
localized magnetic field disturbances.
Power lines and transformers typically
found in heavy industrial environments
are capable of creating local magnetic
disturbances of enough significance to
create compass errors. Outdoors, high-
tension power lines can also create
magnetic fields strong enough to
interfere with Earth’s magnetic field and
as a result, interfere with compass
navigation. 
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Advertising Campaign & Online Tools 

Advertising 

Staggered ad buys in prominent safety industry digital and print publications throughout 2013. 

 

Online 

Firehouse.com 

FireFighterNation.com (Fire Rescue publication) 

FireRescue1.com 

E-newsletters 

Facebook campaign on FireRescue1 page 

Facebook (MSA)  
EVOLUTION 6000 TIC Giveaway Contest 

YouTube 

 

 

 

Online 

The Advisor eNewsletter and Connextions keep you up to date with all MSA product-related 
news and updates. 

 

MSA-U® Training Center, your online resource for exciting learning opportunities, offers 
programs for product care and use, sales, interactive exercises, features and benefits, FAQs, 
competitive comparisons, and more, all available 24/7. 

 

MSA-TV provides short video training segments that get right to the point.  
Hands-on demonstrations are offered for many products. 

 

Online Simulator/3-D Explorer interactive tools allow you to learn product technology  
and operation. 

 

Print Ads 

Fire Engineering 

FireHouse 

Fire Rescue 

IAFF  
(Intl Association of Fire Fighters) 

 

eMail/Mobile 

MSA HTML eMail 

Mobile Messaging 

Introducing the all new EVOLUTION® 6000 TIC —
with a high-definition 320x240 core and powerful 
image-processing filters for unmatched visual quality.

See the difference at MSAsafety.com

Because every life has a purpose...name • phone number / ad ID

The future of Fire Fighting
is looking better than ever.

Introducing the EVOLUTION® 6000 —
with patented dual-handle design for an 
easier exchange when it counts.

Get your hands on one at MSAEvolution6000.com

Because every life has a purpose...name • phone number / ad ID

The future of Fire Fighting
has arrived. Pass it on.
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Note: This Bulletin contains only a general description of the products shown. While product uses and performance capabilities are 
generally described, the products shall not, under any circumstances, be used by untrained or unqualified individuals. The products 
shall not be used until the product instructions/user manual, which contains detailed information concerning the proper use and 
care of the products, including any warnings or cautions, have been thoroughly read and understood. Specifications are subject to 
change without prior notice.

MSA operates in over 40 countries  
worldwide. To find an MSA office near you, 
please visit MSAsafety.com/offices.


